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First name: mirko 

Last name: majkic 

Q1:  

new framework for classification 

Q2:  

to scale ratings in a proper manner 

Q3:  

i can have a small impact on it but not too great.....for eg, like a game console where parent can 

easily buy their kids one then it would be easier for them to get hold of the 'wrong content'....but like a 

high end gaming pc requires alot of money and only a adult would prob afford it. 

Q4:  

yes and no............not to a major consideration but if one developer keeps needing a adult rating then 

yeah  

Q5:  

no.  

Q6:  

Q7:  

well, 'some' not all and it shouldn't matter all that much......even if the cover is real bad, with the 

internet anyone can view the bannded covers so to speak. 

Q8:  

yeah,  

Q9:  

no 

Q10:  

no 

Q11:  

other types of media that is 'allowed' to have what they have opposed to say, a game. That cannot do 

what the devs would like even though a movie can do 10x worse 

Q12:  

user accounts with age restrictions.......to be honest when ever i get blocked form a site for something 



trying to view something online just for living in Australia, it makes me less of a Aussie and really hate 

this country (in relation to what other countries can do) because i dont need to be told what i can and 

cant do, as a human i know what is right and wrong but telling me otherwise makes me just want to 

do those things even more. PS these 'things' are not like bad things, just stuff in general. 

Q13:  

parental controlled accounts..........OR to be able to view to see this 'inappropriate content' then you 

NEED a account and need to be of age 

Q14:  

well jsut good practice.....sexually explicit magazines are available in stores....its up to the shop keeps 

to not sell them.... 

 

but at my local new agents the porno's are like eye level for kids and viewable from out side the store 

where you need to go in store to see like the kids comics and game mags 

Q15:  

always..... 

Q16:  

don't judge a book by its cover....if its a game...then play the ENTIRE game.....and that one cut scene 

that cause a major media frenzy was only like 1% of the game and had really nothing to do with what 

so many people loved that game for 

Q17:  

Q18:  

they have pretty much covered them all already  

Q19:  

Q20:  

i know G PG M MA15 they make sense....but sometime and some games are M and i play then in 

confusion when i know they should be MA15 

Q21:  

R in games....or a MA15 and MA 18  

Q22:  

Q23:  

i don't know what that mean just i know something needs to change 

Q24:  

child porn, but in saying that i rather some sick fuck get his kicks watching some vid online then the 

Gov banning that stuff and then he needs to do it in real life.....so its a double edge blade there.... 



 

also banner ads......1, that are annoying as all fuck and 2, they are very R rated and i hate it when im 

trying to watch a TV show online and some 'penis banner ad' is on half my monitor 

Q25:  

no 

Q26:  

no 

Q27:  

Q28:  

Q29:  

scale the ratings better..... its like G PG M are steps...then MA15 is a hurdle i need to run and jump 

over (after opening the gate to the field) 

Other comments:  

thanks for taking to time on my half arsed rushed not much thought on submission....its late im tired 

so grammar and spelling may be off.. 

 

one thing i need you to read since its what i BELIEVE in relation to the R rating in games..... 

 

ok, look at movies.....is every action R 18? NO why? ill tell you.....because then only ADULTS could 

only see them and therefore less profit... 

 

so if games are allowed R18 then ill tell you how many would make r18 games......A FEW not 

much.....and sure as hell not major producers.....because they target audience is cut buy alot....but in 

of off chance a game is that bad then yeah least we can play it...or buy it in Australia because i bet 

people just buy from over seas anyway and want to play a banned game even more then i a R18 

game. 

 

 

take the new MK....ive played it....and those 'xrays' that probably made the game get banned...they 

are really annoying and i never use them for the amount to time the cut scene wastes.... 

 

 

 

oh and last thing.....if i game needs to be banned and have content cut out of it then it needs to be 

voted for online by people . hell even if its recording a clip of the 'bad' part and putting on you tube. 

least we can view it and comment on it. 

 


